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Why NDAs often don’t Work
when Expected to Do so
And what to do About it

Why It Is Good To Have An NDA In Place
An NDA is a deterrent
An NDA is an ice braker
An NDA is a trust maker
An NDA prevents the exchanged information from becoming prior art for
subsequent filing of patent applications
• An NDA prevents abusively published information (i.e. confidential
information which is disclosed in breach of an NDA) from becoming prior
art for subsequent filing of patent applications
• An NDA forces the parties to switch on Common Sense
• An NDA can result in new patent filings
•
•
•
•

BS

Potential Weak Points of an NDA
• Burden of Evidence
• Calculation of Damages
• Are all parties involved bound by an NDA?
• Which part of the exchanged information falls under the NDA and
which one does not?
• Abusive parties try to sneak in obligations that go beyond the scope
of an NDA
This is only a selection of what can go wrong…

Specific Situations when an NDA did not work
as expected
• Where breach of the NDA cannot be proven with strong evidence
• Where the extent and cause of damage due to the unauthorized disclosure
cannot be proven sufficiently to obtain damages
• Where the information is disclosed to someone not bound by the NDA,
such as a freelancer wrongly representing himself as associated with the
contracting receiving party, and this person then publishing the respective
piece of confidential information
• Where the confidential information consisted of a set of partial information
elements that were in the public domain, although the entire set of partial
information elements as a whole was not
• NDAs to be considered anti-competitive, particularly when unfocused as to
which information is to be protected (e.g. “all future developments based
on the exchanged information”)

A practical solution for protecting your rights
• minimalistic NDA
plus
• file patent application for all exchanged information
• use Common Sense: disclose on a need-to-know basis

How to Succeed with a new Product
• Be faster than the competition when it comes to patenting the
technology.
• Provide smart intermediate marketing activities during R&D. You
can do so without fear of your ideas being stolen.
• Stop product development at an early stage if the marketing of the
product is not successful.
• Be faster than the competition when launching your product. Use
the priority year benefits!

Conventional Product Innovation Cycle
Sub-Total 5,000 $
technical
implementation

5,000 $

Sub-Total 25,000 $
25,000 $

Sub-Total 125,000 $
125,000 $

freedom-tooperate (FTO)

Total
1.605 Mio $

Sub-Total 1.45 Mio $
1.25 Mio $

15,000 $

protect your IP

15,000 $

market
validation

100,000 $
Result: zero orders
idea

conceptual model

prototype

product V1.0

and no early IP

Recommended Product Innovation Cycle
Sub-Total 25,000 $

Sub-Total 55,000 $

Sub-Total 185,000 $

Sub-Total 1.45 Mio $

technical
implementation

5,000 $

25,000 $

125,000 $

1.25 Mio $

freedom-tooperate (FTO)

5,000 $

5,000 $

10,000 $

15,000 $

5,000 $

5,000 $

5,000 $

15,000 $

5,000 $

15,000 $

45,000 $

170,000 $

protect your IP

market
validation

Result: 3 Letters of Intent
idea

Result: 3 paid
reservations
conceptual model

Result: 3 paid
pre-orders
prototype

Total
1.715 Mio $

Result: 3 paid orders
product V1.0

thorough FTO
+
early patents

Comparison:
Conventional vs. Recommended Product Innovation Cycle

Conventional

Recommended

total costs

1,605 Mio $

1,715 Mio $

total time

> 3 years

< 1.5 years

success rate

Low

high

IP

weak

strong

FTO

weak

strong

Warnings from a Patent Attorney
• Most people in this world have at some point had an idea for a novel product. Often further thoughts
result in a technical product concept which embodies a patentable invention.
• A common misconception among inventors is that a raw idea or even a product concept is highly
valuable.
• A patent can be a useful element of a plan for developing and commercializing a product; however, it is
not a central element of that activity.
• A patent by itself rarely has any commercial value. And an idea by itself – without any technical
implementation - has even less value.
• Don´t jump the formal steps of getting IP protection, doing the FTO and market validation, for early
stages of the product development cycle, even if you believe that you don´t need them.
• Stop product development at an early stage if the market validation of the product is not successful.
Consider this a “success”.

The Entrepreneurial and the
Technician Mindsets
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3 Personalities in Every Growing Business
The Entrepreneur

Price
Area of Customer Satisfaction
The Technician

Quality

Timeliness
The Manager

How to Identify a Technician Personality
- The Technician's focus is on the present. He strives to make
as much as possible happen now.
- He loves performing the hands-on work of the business.
- The Technician is happy doing one thing at a time.
- The Technician looks at money as earnings for work
performed. He knows that that the more produced within the
day the more money made. Therefore, in order to make more
money, Technicians are always trying to figure out how to do
it better and faster.
- Technicians think that only they can do it right. This is why
they prefer not to use help for what they do.

Reality in Every Stagnating Business
Area of Satisfaction for those
Customers that don‘t mind the long
Delivery Time

Price

There are only Two
Realistic Options

Quality
Timeliness
Area of Satisfaction for those
Customers that don‘t mind the high
Price

Reality in Every Failing Business 1/2
Price

Quality
Timeliness

Every failing
business first
reaches a Phase of
Stagnation

Reality in Every Failing Business 2/2
Price

Quality

Short before the Point of
Failure, Quality detaches
from Price and
Timeliness

Timeliness

BUT:

the deeper reasons why people act in a weird way.

highly successful people are
found close to or in the
Impaired Affective Empathy
Spectrum part of people:
Steve Jobs, Bill Gates, Jeff
Bezos, Travis Kalanick (Uber),
Mark Zuckerberg

Common personality
tests (DISC, MBTI,
16Personalities, etc.)
address the Intact
Affective Empathy
Spectrum part of
people

Dr. Cameron Sepah

When an Entrepreneur needs Low Empathy
• sacking employees with large dependent family
• enforce organisational changes in their
company
• assert level-1 leadership when necessary
• say „no“ to nagging employees who insist on
„fairness“
• say „no“ to time thieves
• send clients away that are not your core targets
• not to crack under price pressure from
potential buyers
• not to start work before advance receiving
retainer payment
• to still sleep well under a heavy debt burden

• say “no” to their family members (time & money
requests)
• having the guts to give up a well-paid job as an employee
• when the time comes, to ruthlessly destroy adversaries
(external foes and/or insiders who try to undermine your
position in the hierarchy)
• ability to focus on their specialist job
• overcome fear before making an investment decision
• take over responsibility for something that seems to be
far too big
• overcome your sensitiveness with respect to critique by
others
• Combine all the above with: falling ill with cancer, losing a
close family member, going through a recession, etc. etc.

Most important: you must be able to make these decisions and still feel good at it

How to become a successful entrepreneur
Brains help. Money helps. Knowing the right people helps.
But without an entrepreneurial mindset, everything else gets sidetracked.
Here is your strategy:
• assess your skills and entrepreneurial strengths
• select a goal for which you have a competitive advantage
• count the cost of achieving pre-eminence in this field
• begin to specialize
• find an expert who will teach you, based on your initial performance
• select a group whom you will serve with this output
• select a different group whose assessment of your output will be crucial for success in the field
• gain the trust of the group you wish to serve by way of your preliminary, low-level service
• and by far the most important, show up on time every time. No one else will do this unless he is trying to
pick off your targeted group for his cause. Outlast him.

Check out my webpage
www.IP-Lawyer-Tools.com
Subscription and all Course Fees come with
a 1-month 100% no question asked money
back guarantee!

